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We introduce an image annotation approach for the analysis 
of volumetric electron microscopic imagery of brain tissue. 
The core task is to identify and link tubular objects 
(neuronal fibers) in images taken from consecutive ultrathin 
sections of brain tissue. In our approach an individual ‘flies’ 
through the 3D data at a high speed and maintains eye gaze 
focus on a single neuronal fiber, aided by navigation with a 
handheld gamepad controller. The continuous foveation on 
a fiber of interest constitutes an intuitive means to define a 
trace that is seamlessly recorded with a desktop eyetracker 
and transformed into precise 3D coordinates of the 
annotated fiber (skeleton tracing). In a participant 
experiment we validate the approach by demonstrating a 
tracing accuracy of about the respective radiuses of the 
traced fibers with browsing speeds of up to 40 brain 
sections per second. 
Author Keywords 
Connectomics; brain mapping; array tomography; neural 
circuit reconstruction; segmentation; annotation; user 
interface design; eye tracking.  
ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.2. User Interfaces: Input devices and strategies 
interfaces and presentation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Connectomics 
Cellular connectomics (watch a video introduction from 
pioneer Jeff Lichtman [29]), a field of neuroscience that 
aims to decipher the organization of brain neural networks, 
is facing a data analysis challenge. Dozens of terabytes of 
high resolution volumetric electron microscopy (EM) 
images of brain tissue need to be analyzed in order to detect 
neuronal fibers and their contacts with other fibers across 
thousands of consecutive images (neuron tracing). 
Successful tracing of these fibers provides the neuron 
morphologies and is a prerequisite for revealing the wiring 
diagram of the neural network (illustrated in a short 
animation from the online game Eyewire [12]). Such neural 
circuit reconstruction is an impressively challenging and yet 
unsolved computer vision problem which has resisted a 
decade of sustained efforts in developing automated 
algorithms [17, 23–25, 33, 44]. All recent discoveries in the 
field [5, 6, 8, 22, 26, 27, 43] have extensively relied on 
large numbers of trained humans who annotated manually 
or semi-automatically these large data sets. For instance the 
study by Takemura et al. [43] necessitated about 15,000 
person-hours of manual annotation and proofreading. In this 
project we explored a multimodal interaction (eyetracker 
and gamepad controller) approach for cellular connectomics 
with the aim to increase the tracing throughput of single 
individuals. We do so by letting users navigate through the 
data at high speed while continuously recording their 
decisions at the first easily measurable source: the eye gaze. 
RELATED WORK 
Current Annotation Methods 
Neuronal fibers are tubular objects that appear as roundish 
structures in high-resolution EM images taken from 
consecutive ultrathin sections (of 5 to 50 nm thickness) cut 
from a small piece of animal brain tissue (Figure 1).  
Typically, skeletonization of neuronal fibers is used in 
purely manual methods [21, 36] and in semi-automated 
methods [4]. It consists of identifying fiber cross-sections 
with mouse clicks near their center of mass in every or in 
every few consecutive sections (Figure 1b). Each click can 
be decomposed into a) locating the fiber, b) locating the 
mouse cursor, c) positioning the cursor and d) clicking on 
the fiber. According to Fitts´s Law [14], the time required 
to finish the mouse based annotation operation (steps b and 
c) is proportional to the logarithm of the ratio of target 
distance to target size. Put simply, more time is required for 
small targets which are further away.  
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her eyes and adjusted the field of view in the x-y plane with 
the joystick if necessary. 
The task could terminate in two ways: 1) the participant 
followed the fiber until the end of the stack was reached 
(typically after 300 sections, that is, after 15 seconds if 
browsing was done at 20 fps); or 2) the participant pressed 
the termination button before the end of the stack was 
reached to signify that she was not able to follow the fiber 
any more for whatever reason.  
After the termination of a task, the participant had to briefly 
rate its difficulty on a Likert scale. Thereafter either the 
next task started five seconds later or a short thirty seconds 
break was given. 
Experimental Design 
The participants were exposed to a succession of tasks that 
were interleaved systematically by breaks, calibrations, or 
instructions. 
Warmup 
The first four tasks provided a short initial training and 
exhibited four different fibers at increasing browsing speeds 
of 10, 20, 30 and 40 fps. These fibers were not reused in 
other tasks. 
Speed/Size Experiment 
Tasks 5-52 constituted the speed/size experiment and 
showed small, medium and large fibers at 10, 20, 30 and 40 
fps. Each of the 12 tracing conditions (4 speeds x 3 sizes) 
was tested 4 times, for a total of 48 tasks.  
For these 48 tasks, we used a total of 12 unique fibers: 4 
small, 4 medium and 4 large. All 12 fibers were 300 
sections long. To prevent a task from displaying the exact 
same fiber as a previous task, we created four different 
tasks from each unique fiber by displaying the stack 1) from 
the first to the last section (forwards); 2) from the last to the 
first section (backwards); 3) forwards with a 180° rotation 
around the browsing axis (forward rotated);  4) backwards 
rotated. The 4 tasks created from a unique fiber were used 
across the 4 different speeds. For example, fiber number 7 
has been traced in the following conditions: (10fps, 
backwards), (20 fps, forwards rotated), (30 fps, forwards) 
and (40 fps, backwards rotated). 
The 48 tasks were first randomized, then we reordered two 
tasks to number 5 and 10 for the task repetition experiment 
described below. This order was the same for all 
participants. 
Repetition Experiments 
The two groups of tasks {53,54,55,56} and {58,59,60,61} 
constituted the fiber repetition experiment and  displayed 
4 times consecutively at 20 fps the same medium and small 
fiber, respectively. 
Task 53 (small fiber, 20 fps) was equivalent to task 5, and 
task 58 (medium fiber, 20 fps) was equivalent to task 10. 
The two pairs of identical tasks {5,53} and {10,58} 
constituted the task repetition experiment to assess 
improvement of the participants between the start and the 
end of the approximately 1 hour long experiment.  
Long Fiber Experiment 
Task 57 and 62, that we named long fiber experiment, 
displayed at 20 fps a medium and a small fiber, 
respectively, that were 1200 sections long.  
Calibration 
A nine-point eye tracking calibration was performed before 
the initial training tasks, and before tasks 1, 25 and 49. 
Calibrations were repeated until an accuracy measure given 
by the Eyetribe server (v.0.9.49) smaller than 0.4 was 
achieved. This calibration criterion is slightly more 
conservative than the “Excellent calibration” criterion 
implemented in the Eyetribe user interface.  
Measures 
Completeness 
We assessed completeness of a tracing task by dividing the 
number of correctly foveated sections by the total number 
of sections spanned by the fiber. A section is considered 
correctly annotated if the participant has not pressed the 
termination button beforehand. For example if the 
participant presses the button during section 200 in a task 
displaying a 300 sections long fiber, then the task 
completeness is 0.66 (200/300). 
Tracing accuracy 
Each fiber was skeleton traced by an experienced 
neuroscientist (1st author) by clicking in each section ݇ 
(݇ = 1,… , ܭ) on the apparent center ௞݂ of the fiber (in 
image pixel coordinates). The trace ( ଵ݂, … , ௄݂) was defined 
as the ground truth trace of the fiber. The tracing accuracy 
of a task, expressed in pixels, is defined as the root-mean-
square-error (RMSE) ଵ௡ ට෌ ( ௞݂ − ݁௞)ଶ
௡
௞ୀଵ  of the gaze 
positions ݁௞ across all sections, where ݁௞ is the raw 
unfiltered gaze coordinate fetched from the eye tracker 
while section ݇ is displayed, and ݊ is the number of validly 
traced sections (validly traced sections are sections during 
which the participant was reportedly tracing, that is, he had 
not pressed the termination button). We computed a 
collaborative trace of a given fiber by averaging gaze 
coordinates over validly traced portions of fibers across 
participants. Intuitively, the collaborative trace is the mean 
trace, which represents the consensus from the crowd. The 
collaborative accuracy is the accuracy of the collaborative 
trace. We computed a smoothed bias-corrected trace by 
first subtracting from ݁௞ the bias ܾ = 	 ଵ௡෌ (݁௞ − ௞݂)
௡
௞ୀଵ  
followed by applying two median filters separately on the x 
and y coordinates, where the respective medians are 
computed over 10 consecutive sections. The resulting 
accuracy of the smoothed bias-corrected trace was 
ଵ
௡ ට෌ ( ௞݂ − ܯ(݁௞ − ܾ))ଶ
௡
௞ୀଵ , where ܯ represents the two 
median filters. In our hands, our desktop eye tracker was 
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Finally, rather specific to our neuronal reconstruction goal, 
it was recently demonstrated by Pallotto et al. [32] that a 
non-conventional brain sample preparation preserving the 
extracellular space between fibers aided automated machine 
vision algorithms. Neighboring fibers come indeed into 
contact much more rarely and are separated by large white 
gaps. We imagine that this sample preparation could 
compensate for the relatively lower accuracy of the eyegaze 
compared to a precise mouse approach. 
q2. Crowd Accessibility 
Scaling up the annotation task can not only be achieved by 
increasing the throughput of single individuals, but also by 
making the task accessible to a large number of individuals. 
Is our approach accessible to reach a large crowd? As 
shown in Figure 10, participants reached a high level of 
accuracy within a few minutes and they did not 
significantly improve after performing 40 tasks. Also, the 
heat maps in Figures 3 and 4 show qualitatively that all 
participants except one performed roughly equally well. 
From the questionnaires we learned that 14 out of the 20 
participants had never manipulated such microscopy data. 
This therefore lets us encouragingly conclude that our 
approach is broadly feasible. 
q3. Learning a fiber 
At 20 fps, there was no significant improvement in the 
accuracy of participants annotating repetitively four times 
the same fiber, showing that the accuracy is already close to 
its maximum at the first attempt. This confirms also that the 
eyegaze approach relies on a robust mechanism of human 
vision to identify moving targets. A minor positive effect 
was observed for the completeness of these repetitively 
traced fibers showing that users were less likely to lose 
track of the fiber as they were tracing the fiber again. 
q4. Long fiber segments 
Our results show that users can continuously maintain 
attention with an appropriate foveation for at least one 
minute without problem (1200 sections at 20 fps). The 
accuracy of the long medium fiber (Task 57) was even 
slightly higher than the average of the short medium fibers 
tested in the speed/size experiment (although this long fiber 
might have inherently been easier to trace compared to the 
set of medium fibers from the speed/size experiment). We 
believe that this can be valuable information for the 
implementation of our approach for large datasets, namely 
to calibrate the size of the tasks presented to users. 
Nevertheless, such long fibers are not likely to be presented 
in a proofreading context as most computer errors are local 
and therefore users are more likely to be asked to trace 
short segments for local disambiguation. 
Choice of the fibers 
Finding a large number of fibers that were contained in a 
small stack from the first to the last section revealed to be a 
difficult task, therefore we chose to select a few (12 unique 
fibers for the size/speed experiment) and to apply the 
backward and/or the 180° rotation transformations. We 
were concerned that fibers could be learned, which would 
have biased our speed/size analysis. However we observed 
that the fibers displayed at such a high speed in such 
different settings cannot be learned. The repetition 
experiments tend to show that there is no learning effect 
even when the same fiber is repeated 4 times in a row. Also 
the four tasks based on a same fiber were conducted at four 
different speeds and therefore helped to reduce bias 
between different speed conditions that could have arisen 
from diverse difficulty levels (we assume that a fiber 
exhibits the same difficulty when displayed in the 4 
different settings). 
Another limitation maybe arose from the choice of fibers 
that were present from the first to the last section of the 
2000x2000x300 voxels stacks which represent volumes of 
6 µm x 6 µm x 9 µm. The fibers might therefore have 
exhibited a bias towards evolving in the direction 
perpendicular to the imaging plane, thus appearing more 
like roundish structures and maybe easing the tracing. 
Nevertheless, though a subjective precaution, among the 
candidate fibers we found, we chose on purpose some that 
looked tortuous to us to compensate for this possible bias. 
Nonetheless, our results should be considered with some 
degree of caution, given the limited number of fibers which 
have been tested. 
Navigation 
Magnification 
In a preliminary pilot experiment, we observed that 
accuracy tends to increase at high magnification factors. 
Therefore in a different user interface version we 
implemented an interactive zoom to let the user adapt the 
display to the size of the traced fiber. However we thought 
that this interactive zoom would have made the task too 
difficult to learn as the participants were present for only 
about an hour. 
Browsing speed  
For convenience we decided to simply let the participants 
browse at a predefined frame rate to focus on the speed and 
the size of the fibers for the first characterization of our 
eyegaze approach.  In a real setting, these speed parameters 
could be made easily adjustable, namely accelerating and 
breaking as in a racing game could also be used to navigate 
through the data conveniently. 
Eyegaze panning 
Panning laterally in the x-y plane was performed with a 
joystick actuated with the left thumb. It could also be done 
with gaze input only with appropriate treatment of the gaze 
signal, so that whenever the fiber deviates from the center 
of the display, the field of view is translated to bring the 
fiber back to the center of the display. Such an 
implementation would be desirable in mobile devices to 
free the hands of the user. 
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Complex controllers 
Improving navigation probably calls for more complex 
control mechanisms to manipulate the data in a more 
efficient way, see the virtual reality system from Cali et al. 
[10] for example. Special handheld controllers, wearable 
controllers or gesture sensing devices might provide 
seamless navigation through such complex datasets. 
However a tradeoff arises between the efficiency and 
complexity of the human machine interaction and the 
accessibility of the setup to large crowds.  
Collaborative Annotation 
Figure 8 convincingly shows a significant increase in 
accuracy when averaging the trace of a fiber across the 20 
participants of the study, even without removing outliers. 
This improvement means that if a certain level of accuracy 
is desired, for example as requirement from an automated 
pipeline, more annotators can be recruited to trace 
independently the same fibers. As eye tracking is about to 
reach mass markets, crowdsourcing our proposed eyegaze 
approach with the aid of online tools appears feasible. 
Semi-Automated Eyegaze Tracing 
Some semi-automated pipelines require that a proofreader 
focuses on a given fiber, follows it while the data are 
browsed for a couple of sections, and finally indicates the 
new location of the fiber. Using eyegaze information during 
this procedure might add some noise to the final location of 
the fiber provided by the annotator, however the complete 
approximate path would also be recorded, which could also 
be a valuable input to the algorithms. In a similar fashion, 
[4] has developed a semi-automated method that currently 
takes as inputs manually generated skeletons of fibers. The 
SOPNET framework for neuron circuit reconstruction [15–
17] also interestingly makes use of candidate 2-dimensional 
segmentations of the fibers and could integrate our eyegaze 
data as input. It will be interesting in the future to assess the 
minimal accuracy required by these pipelines and whether 
our eyegaze traced fibers can be fed to them. 
From the point of view of the management of the tasks 
given to annotators, short segments that need to be traced 
could be distributed among different users or players, as 
currently implemented in the Eyewire game and other 
applications [4, 20, 27]. A possible very large scale 
implementation of that approach could be a login procedure 
for new generation wearable glasses [35] during which the 
user has to foveate on a fiber across a few sections while his 
gaze is recorded. Such login procedure could constitute a 
new generation of recaptchas [1] with a currently unsolved 
complex computer vision problem that would immediately 
receive a great attention from the machine vision 
community, maybe leading to a resolution faster than 
without this publicity. 
General Applications 
The eyegaze tracing approach might be suitable for any 
visual data in which spatial or temporal trajectories have to 
be drawn: tracing of tubular objects (neurons, vasculature) 
in various microscopy modalities, tracking of objects over 
time (dividing cells, growing neurons, interacting animals, 
evolving particles in a gas, vehicles and humans in 
surveillance imagery). Automated tracking or guidance of 
fast moving or occluded military targets such as soldiers, 
vehicles or missiles could also be enhanced with gaze input.  
We think that our application in itself could also be seen as 
a novel contribution to the field of human machine 
interaction as to our knowledge, it uniquely (apart from 
games) challenges individuals with complex tasks at an 
unprecedentedly high temporal rate, in some way similar to 
a trained pianist hitting more than 10 keys per second. 
Complex high throughput human computer interaction 
systems may not have appeared yet because the applications 
were missing. 
Future Work 
In other tasks of the experiment not analyzed in this article, 
participants were instructed to press a button whenever the 
currently traced fiber was splitting into two fibers or was 
merging with another one. In future work the collaborative 
detection of branches or objects of interest such as synaptic 
contacts between fibers might be achieved to create wiring 
diagrams of the neuroanatomical networks. 
The current most promising way to scale up this approach 
to the analysis of large volumes of electron microscopy 
imagery of brain tissue would be to feed semi-automated 
pipelines [4, 17] with eyegaze-traced skeletons. 
CONCLUSION 
The analysis of increasingly large and complex data 
requires not only the improvement of automated methods 
such as machine learning but also new ways for individuals 
to visualize and manipulate them, making the link between 
the data and the automated algorithms.  
In this paper we designed and implemented a novel image 
annotation method for the analysis of large volumetric 
imagery of brain tissue. By displaying dynamically the data, 
we enabled the readout of the decisions of the individuals 
directly at the earliest possible sense: the eyegaze. We 
performed a participant experiment to validate the approach 
and showed acceptable accuracy during fast visualization of 
the data. We also showed that our approach is scalable to be 
used by crowds of novice users, making our approach a 
good candidate for analyzing increasingly large datasets.  
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